2020 JSA (VIRTUAL) POSTER SESSION

JLUO Annual Meeting
June 23, 2020
We have 24 posters (+ video presentations) from students representing 14 institutions

- All posters can be found at: https://www.jlab.org/conference/jluo2020/posters
  - Click the thumbnails to see full-size versions of the posters
  - Click the titles to watch the YouTube presentations

- Discuss/celebrate your favorites in the Jlab Slack! #jluo2020
  - https://join.slack.com/t/jlab12gev/shared_invite/zt-f3pn67km-6Ne5OxFTaJTEbims019ISg
  - BYOB

- If you have a specific question for the presenter, drop it in the YouTube comments

- Winners will be announced during the JSA Award Session on Wednesday, at 11:15am
Thank you so much to our judges!

- Scott Barcus
- Mark Dalton
- Wouter Deconinck
- Sean Dobbs
- Dave Gaskell
- Keith Griffioen
- Doug Higinbotham
- Yordanka Ilieva
- Sebastian Kuhn
- Dave Mack
- Chris Monahan
- Kostas Orginos
- Will Phelps
- Julie Roche
- Elton Smith
- Justin Stevens

This project is supported by the JSA Initiatives Fund Program (http://www.jsallc.org/IF/IFProjects.html), a commitment from the JSA owners, SURA and PAE Applied Technologies. Initiatives Funds support programs, initiatives, and activities that further the scientific outreach, promote the science, education and technology of the Jefferson Lab and benefit the Lab's extended user community in ways that complement the Lab's basic and applied research missions.